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In this delightful memoir, the book critic for NPR’s Fresh Air reflects on her life as a professional
reader. Maureen Corrigan takes us from her unpretentious girlhood in working-class Queens, to
her bemused years in an Ivy League Ph.D. program, from the whirl of falling in love and marrying
(a fellow bookworm, of course), to the ordeal of adopting a baby overseas, always with a book at
her side. Along the way, she reveals which books and authors have shaped her own life—from
classic works of English literature to hard-boiled detective novels, and everything in between.
And in her explorations of the heroes and heroines throughout literary history, Corrigan’s love for
a good story shines.

“Irresistible. . . . Corrigan has some wonderful insights. . . . Book lovers will be busy checking her
lists, searching for new ‘leave me alone’ titles.” —The Washington Post Book World“Corrigan’s
eclectic taste and skillful assessment of new writers as well as those long dead are particularly
astute.” —USA Today“[A] brilliant and funny narrative of [Corrigan’s] own reading life, which
ranges from her Catholic childhood to graduate school and a career as a professional reader. . . .
Utterly original.” —Chicago Tribune“Corrigan is erudite without being the least bit pretentious. . . .
Dipping into Leave Me Alone, I’m Reading is a little like visiting that friend whose house is always
full of books and who always sends you home with one you’re excited to read.”—Detroit Free-
PressFrom the Trade Paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklyCorrigan, the book reviewer for
NPR's Fresh Air and mystery columnist for the Washington Post, makes her own book debut
with an often longwinded and tedious account of how books have shaped her life. It's clear from
every page that Corrigan is obsessed with reading books. Her compulsion is a bit far reaching,
however: she offers books as the reason why she delayed getting married and why she adopted
her daughter in China. She intersperses lengthy descriptions and analysis of her favorite books,
like Jane Eyre, Lucky Jim and Karen (Marie Killilea's memoir of her daughter) with stories from
her own life. At times, the book reads like a feminist diatribe against the injustices female authors
(and graduate students) have endured and the stereotypical portrayal of female characters. In its
favor, the book allows readers to reexperience some perennial favorites, such as Pride and
Prejudice and The Maltese Falcon. Corrigan does speak to the ability of books to provide
escape and solace, and for the creation of characters we can relate to, but these few gems are
buried deep in text so thick and analytical that the reader is often left gasping for air.Copyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.CHAPTER ONEAin't No Mountain High Enough:Women's Extreme-Adventure
Stories(and One of My Own)Among the many dangers of being an obsessive reader is that you
tend to mediate your life through books, filter your experiences through plots, so that the



boundary between fiction and fact becomes porous. One evening, during the years I was living
as a graduate student in Philadelphia, I was watching TV when a commercial for the local
electric company came on. The commercial was promoting a program to help addled senior
citizens keep track of their bills. On the screen was an elderly man sitting at a dining room table,
staring at a pile of windowed envelopes. He looked a little bit like my dad, and sure enough, as
the screen widened out to include the rest of the room, there was a big black-and-white
photograph of my father as a toddler, dressed in a sailor suit, surrounded by his two older sisters
and their parents. "Oh, there's the photograph," I thought to myself. I had a framed copy in my
living room--all the Corrigans and their descendants have a copy of that photograph hanging
somewhere in their homes.Aside from being a striking image--my grandfather with his handlebar
mustache staring soberly into the camera; my grandmother in a long dark dress with a lace
collar, holding my dad on her lap; my two aunts, smiling, one in a First Communion dress--it was
a picture occasioned by tragedy. My grandmother Margaret had been diagnosed with cancer,
and she and my grandfather John had the photograph taken to help the children remember her.
She died in 1925, when my father was five years old."Oh, there's the photograph." It took me at
least a full minute to realize that the Corrigan-family photograph was on TV. I was like those
American soldiers described in Dispatches, Michael Herr's great book about Vietnam, who, as
they ran into enemy fire, shouted "Cover me!"--a line they'd absorbed from countless World War
II movies. I, too, had gone to a lot of movies and watched too much TV. My fuzziness in
distinguishing between reality and simulacrum was a postmodern condition shared by all of us
who'd come of age in the culture of spectacle. But in my case, books were the worst
troublemakers when it came to wreaking havoc with my head.From adolescence on, at least,
I've read my life in terms of fiction, and so that evening, when I saw a personal object from my life
turn up in a TV commercial, it seemed, at first, natural. (By the way, after calling the electric
company's public-relations office, I learned that the photograph had been found in a
secondhand-furniture store on Arch Street in Philadelphia. The location made sense. The one-
two punch of my grandmother's death followed by the Great Depression a few years later
knocked the Corrigan family down. House and car disappeared and my grandfather John, taking
advantage of the first month's free rent offered by desperate landlords, moved with the children
into a series of apartments in West Philadelphia. A lot of family treasures, like the photograph,
were put into storage, never to be rescued.)My Catholic girlhood, my school days, my first forays
into dating, college and graduate school, tortured love affairs, jobs, teaching, marriage--all these
events had been mirrored in, even anticipated by, the books I read. When I worked in a five-and-
ten during the latter part of high school, I thought of myself as young David Copperfield wasting
away in the blacking factory. When I found myself marooned, night after night, in a one-room
graduate-school apartment that basically consisted of a bay window and some linoleum, I
thought of myself as Tennyson's Lady of Shallot, trapped in glass. Jo March, Holden Caulfield,
Lucky Jim, Nancy Drew, Elizabeth Bennet--I thought of myself, at one time or other, as all of
them . . . and still do.But, then, at the age of forty-three, after at least three decades of



understanding my life through literary analogues--indeed, sometimes shaping my life in the
image of fiction--I arrived at a crucial moment that I couldn't "read" through books. To return to
the "Wrong-Way" Corrigan metaphor, I felt as though I were flying blind. For years leading up to
the moment I received that life-changing phone call from the adoption agency, I had been living
a classic version of the female extreme-adventure tale--a veiled narrative that I had begun to
recognize as an essential component of many women's stories, old and new. By the time that
realization dawned, however, I was about to set out on another kind of adventure altogether.The
traditionally male extreme adventure has been the trend in nonfiction writing--apart from
autobiographies--for roughly the past decade. I can make this pronouncement with confidence
because I must get one or two new specimens of this kind of book delivered to my house every
week. Jon Krakauer contributed to the increasing demand for this genre of saved-by-the-skin-of-
his-teeth new journalism with his two bestsellers Into the Wild and Into Thin Air. Sebastien
Junger's superb book, The Perfect Storm, is, perhaps, the apotheosis of this genre, which, as
yet, shows no signs of waning popularity with he-man first-person sagas about polar
explorations, solo round-the-world sails, rodeo riding, and firefighting steadily muscling their way
into bookstores along with more scholarly works like Nathaniel Philbrick's award-winning In the
Heart of the Sea, a true-life saga about the whale ship Essex that inspired Melville's better-
known fictional extreme-adventure tale, Moby-Dick.The traditional extreme-adventure story is a
one-shot testosterone expenditure of physical courage that pits man against nature/man/
himself, with man (the narrator usually) left standing, bloody but unbowed, amidst the wreckage
of his fancy sporting gear. Scale the mountain; weather the storm at sea (or not); fight the war,
the fire, the flood; carry out manifest destiny; be the first to fly over the ocean or to the moon;
climb down into volcanoes and Egyptian tombs; or simply learn to survive with the intestinal
fortitude of a Crusoe, Kurtz, or Leatherstocking.Granted, there have always been women, real
and fictive, who've grabbed the spotlight by playing boys' rough games by boys' rules. These
women enter the fray with gusto, but they never stray so far out of the gender borders that they're
dismissed as freaks. That most famous of all woman warriors, Joan of Arc, would have really
shaken things up if she had led her armies in female dress; outfitted as an honorary male, she
reaffirmed the militaristic status quo--although even that sartorial sleight of hand didn't save her
from the stake. Harriet Tubman, "the Mother of the Underground Railroad," made solo rescue
missions to the South every winter for a decade after she herself escaped from slavery. Armed
with a pistol and her nerves of steel, she led more than a hundred slaves to freedom in Canada
and then went on to serve as a Union spy during the Civil War. Because her missions in both
arenas were clandestine and largely undocumented, the specific details of most of Tubman's
astonishing exploits have been lost to history.Aviatrixes Amelia Earhart and Beryl Markham also
wore men's clothes when they flew off to distant horizons, but out of the cockpit they made sure
they were photographed in ladylike costumes. (The lithe Earhart never looked as ungainly as
she did in those trumpet skirts and heels she trussed herself up in for public appearances.) Then
there's my personal favorite female buccaneer, Nellie Bly. I first learned about the turn-of-the-



century "mother" of investigative stunt journalism by reading a juvenile biography of her that was
shelved (improbably) in the makeshift library at St. Raphael's School. I remember being so
excited to find out there was such a woman--a journalist who made her living by writing (like I
dreamed of doing) who also lived a life of adventure (like every kid dreams of doing). Bly first
made a name for herself by posing as a deranged immigrant woman and getting herself
committed to New York's infamous Blackwell's Island. Only her editor knew of her exploit; if he
had suffered, say, a fatal heart attack while Bly was buried in Blackwell's, she might have spent
the rest of her life there.But Bly was rescued, and her first-person account of the horrendous
treatment of Blackwell's inmates, some of whom were locked away simply because they couldn't
speak English, predated Geraldo Rivera's expose of Willowbrook State School by some six
decades. In 1889 Bly went on to best the record of Jules Verne's hero Phileas Fogg by traveling
around the world in a breathless seventy-two days. The famous picture of her from that trip
shows a pretty, wasp-waisted young woman, demurely outfitted in checked traveling skirt and
jacket and carrying a carpetbag. Bly might have circled the globe unchaperoned, but she did so
properly cloaked in the protective mantle of late-Victorian ladyhood.Then there are the early-
twentieth-century sports marvel Babe Didrikson Zaharias, and that blond and glamorous "just
one of the boys" photographer Margaret Bourke-White. Other standouts are the African
plantation owner Isak Dinesen and World War I nurse and outspoken women's rights advocate
Vera Brittain, both of whose autobiographies (Brittain's mournful Testament of Youth particularly)
inspired me when I discovered them in my early twenties. Strangely, in fiction as opposed to real
life, female daredevils are scarcer; furthermore, the ones that do exist are almost exclusively the
product of male writers' imaginations and their risk-taking is usually erotic in nature.In 1722,
three years after he created the ur-survivor, R... --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From The Washington PostReading Leave Me Alone, I'm Reading was for me like the
uncanny experience of looking into a mirror and seeing someone else's face. Like Maureen
Corrigan, I too have reviewed countless books. Like her, I have an adopted child from another
country. Perhaps most powerfully, both she and I are outspoken fans of Charlotte Brontë's
Villette, which Corrigan calls "Brontë's greatest novel." Jane Eyre has stolen the limelight of
history, but Lucy Snowe is more complex and empathetic. Corrigan cites the truly agonizing
scene in the novel where the heroine, Lucy, alone in Brussels, is overcome by crippling
depression. She wanders about the city in the dark, "weak and shaking" with the "insufferable
thought of being no more loved, no more owned." There is no more powerful portrait of utter
loneliness in our literature, and Corrigan exactly captures its power when she says she can't
reread it often because "it scares me too much."For those who love books, the temptation to
write a book about books is almost irresistible, and there is no doubt about Corrigan's passion.
For 16 years she has been book critic for NPR's "Fresh Air" (four minutes per book, she tells us:
"keep it short") as well as a mystery columnist for this newspaper. Her approach here is to mix
autobiography and books, interweaving scenes from her own life with the books that have
accompanied her every step of the way.Leave Me Alone, I'm Reading is full of discoveries and



lists -- readers love lists. Under the heading "Fiction and Nonfiction That Make a Reader Believe
in Possibility," she lists "Almost anything by M.F.K. Fisher," as well as Laurie Colwin's collected
novels, short stories and essays, and the arcane News From Nowhere, or An Epoch of Rest:
Being Some Chapters from a Utopian Romance, by William Morris. The latter, she candidly
admits, is perhaps a rather special taste.Corrigan is particularly irresistible when writing about
mysteries, and she has done a great deal to get the genre the credit it deserves. "After twenty
years of reading and studying detective fiction," she writes, "I feel like I've only begun to probe
the mysteries of the genre itself and how it has investigated American life over the past century."
However, she feels these novels "are still regarded as the junkyard dogs of literature." I think
she's wrong about that and is too modest about her own contribution to the growth and
popularity of the mystery novel. By the time I finished her book, I wanted to run out and buy
Dashiell Hammett's The Maltese Falcon and was asking everyone I knew if they had read it --
many already had.Corrigan's enthusiasm for the novels of Susan Isaacs reflects her winning
openness to popular fiction. She calls Isaacs "Jane Austen with a schmear" and judges her "one
of our great underappreciated contemporary writers." I am delighted to imagine all the listeners
of "Fresh Air" enjoying Isaacs's Shining Through, one of Corrigan's favorites, starring a legal
secretary from Queens who finds herself in Nazi Germany as an agent for the OSS. All the
same, I wish Corrigan could avoid undercutting her own fine taste by adding that Isaacs "works
in the low-rent genres of mystery and suspense." Months on the bestseller lists and headline-
grabbing advances for writers such as Robert B. Parker, Sara Paretsky and Sue Grafton are
surely not "low rent"! She singles out Lucky Jim, by Kingsley Amis, as "the funniest novel in the
English language." And among the 14 novels she selects for her "Books I Never Get Tired of
Rereading" list are: Some Tame Gazelle, by Barbara Pym; The Book of Daniel, by E.L. Doctorow;
Little Women, by Louisa May Alcott; and The Big Sleep, by Raymond Chandler. Charles Dickens
is the only writer who gets multiple mentions on this roll of honor, for David Copperfield, Bleak
House and Great Expectations.Unfortunately, the book runs into trouble when the relatively
tedious autobiographical chapters interrupt the flow of the passionate and seductive choices for
her personal bookshelf. For the powerful endorsements of some of my all-time favorite pieces of
fiction, especially the under-appreciated Villette, I am prepared to forgive Corrigan some slow-
moving sections when she takes us through her rediscovery of the assigned reading of both her
childhood and her student days. She devotes more than 40 pages to the experience of rereading
books she read in the 1960s at her Catholic school in Sunnyside, Queens. On the curriculum for
all the girls at St. Raphael's was a series of novels featuring a virtuous Catholic girl nicknamed
Beany. Corrigan now feels this fictional series of "secular-saint stories" was used by the nuns to
inculcate the precept that "good women simply serve and submit."Despite devoting a lot of
space to her Irish Catholic roots, Corrigan is clearly ambivalent about her cultural heritage. As a
result she fails to make a convincing connection between her mandatory childhood reading and
her adult love of the written word and ends up making the books of her youth sound dull.The
less successful retrospective parts of this book are a pity because Corrigan has some truly



wonderful insights. I wish she'd said more about books she loves and less about Catholic school
and her disenchantment with graduate education, but anyone who loves Charlotte Brontë,
Dorothy Sayers and the poems of Stevie Smith is for me "a kindred spirit" (as Little Women's Jo
March would say). Book lovers will be busy checking her lists, searching for new "leave me
alone" titles. As Corrigan tells us, "Unforgettable books take us to places we didn't even suspect
existed, places we may not even have wanted to go." And she's right.Reviewed by Brigitte
WeeksCopyright 2005, The Washington Post. All Rights Reserved.--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMaureen Corrigan is book critic for NPR’s Fresh
Air. Her reviews and essays have appeared in The New York Times, Newsday, The Nation, The
Boston Globe, The Village Voice, and other publications. Winner of an Edgar Award for criticism,
Corrigan also regularly writes a mystery column for The Washington Post and teaches literature
at Georgetown University. She lives in Washington, D.C., with her husband and daughter, both
avid readers. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistCorrigan's
passion for books has led her to become an English professor, a book reviewer for NPR's Fresh
Air, and the author of the Washington Post's detective-fiction column. Corrigan now celebrates
the joys of reading in a peppery narrative that blends glimpses into her personal life, especially
her joy in adopting her and her husband's Chinese daughter, with smart and socially conscious
literary criticism. We read, Corrigan opines, in search of authenticity, which can be found in
several popular genres. The first is what Corrigan calls "the female extreme-adventure tale,"
fiction about the inner lives of women whose adventures often require more waiting then globe-
trotting, more caring for others than daredevilry. Her examples range from Jane Austen to Anna
Quindlen. The second literary gold mine is detective fiction, which she prizes for its insight into
questions of class. Corrigan then considers the indelible Catholic narratives she read as a girl.
Immensely likable, eclectic, and dynamic, Corrigan is as adept in her analysis of life as she is in
her fresh and significant interpretations of books. Donna SeamanCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Table of ContentsTitle PageDedicationEpigraphPraiseIntroductionCHAPTER ONE - Ain’t No
Mountain High Enough: Women’s Extreme-Adventure Stories (and One of My Own)“Books,
what a jolly company they areCHAPTER TWO - Tales of Toil: What John Ruskin and Sam Spade
Taught Me About Working for a LivingCHAPTER THREE - “They’re Writing Songs of Love, but
Not for Me”: Gaudy Night and Other Alternatives to the Traditional “Mating, Dating, and
Procreating” PlotLooking for a Ship/Looking for My DadCHAPTER FOUR - Praise the Lord and
Pass the Ammunition: What Catholic Martyr Stories Taught Me About Getting to Heaven— and
Getting EvenRecommended ReadingAcknowledgementsAbout the AuthorEPILOGUE - My New
York: September 8, 2001NotesCopyright PageAcclaim for Maureen Corrigan’s Leave Me Alone,
I’m Reading“A wonderful work that strikes a pitch-perfect balance between erudite literary
criticism and common sense.” —The Columbus Dispatch“A fine apology for bibliophilia. . . .
[Corrigan] segues from perceptive discussion of novels by Austen, the Brontës and Anna
Quindlen to her own life, including her journey to China to adopt a child. . . . Funny and
insightful. . . . A celebration of the fellowship of bookworms.” — San Jose Mercury News“This
reflective and entertaining memoir is about more than just books. It’s about being a daughter and
an adoptive mother, a student and a teacher, a feminist and a skeptical Catholic—about being
Maureen Corrigan. Learning about Maureen’s life made me think about how my own life was
shaped by books.”—Terry Gross, host of NPR’s Fresh Air“Corrigan deals . . . with that intimate
connection between reading and life, launching many of her critiques with personal anecdotes in
a seamless blend of autobiography, literary criticism and essay.”—The Atlanta Journal-
Constitution“What will most draw fellow bookworms in and delight them about Corrigan’s book is
her appreciation of how books can be like people— affecting you in ways you were not
expecting, pushing you when you need the push, and forcing you to look at your own life
differently. . . . [A] heart-felt journey through life and literature and its transects.”—“If you wonder
about the secret life of bookworms, this is the book that will open up the rich rewards of going
around with your nose stuck in a book. . . . Delightful, absorbing, and engaging.”—Bobbie Ann
Mason, author of An Atomic Romance“[Corrigan is] an intelligent, unpretentious critic whose
love of books—all kinds of books—comes across in both her radio reviews and her engaging
new memoir. . . . Engrossing.”—The Journal News (Westchester County, New York)“An educated
and engaging discussion of some of the author’s favorite books and how she thinks they’ve
affected her life. . . . A thoughtfully assembled reading list . . . should inspire you to explore some
of the books she mentions.” —New York Post“Splendid. . . . Whether your taste runs to Pride and
Prejudice or The Maltese Falcon, you will love Leave Me Alone, I’m Reading. It’s the book for
people who love books.”—Susan Isaacs, author of Any Place I Hang My Hat“For anyone who
regards a trip to the bookstore as an all-day event or who might judge new acquaintances by the
number of volumes in their living rooms, Leave Me Alone, I’m Reading is a must read.”—The
Portland Tribune“A little gem.” —Deseret News (Salt Lake City)“From the first page of the



introduction to Leave Me Alone, I’m Reading, I knew I was in the hands of another book luster. I
valued her insights into contemporary and classical literature and the connections she made to
her own life, but I especially loved her enthusiasm for books and the act of reading.” —Nancy
Pearl, author ofMore Book Lust: Recommended Readings for Every Mood, Moment, and
ReasonMaureen CorriganLeave Me Alone, I’m ReadingMaureen Corrigan is the book critic for
NPR’s Fresh Air. Her reviews and essays have appeared in The New York Times, Newsday, The
Nation, The Boston Globe, The Village Voice, and other publications. Winner of an Edgar Award
for criticism, Corrigan also regularly writes a mystery column for The Washington Post and
teaches literature at Georgetown University. She lives in Washington, D.C., with her husband
and daughter, both avid readers.This book is dedicated to my father,John Joseph Corrigan
(1920-1997),and to my husband, Richard Yeselson.Two champion readers; two great dads“Bet
you didn’t learn anything about foundations when you were in graduate school for English.”—
remark made by basement-waterproofing contractor in November 2003 as he was writing out a
$10,000 estimate for draining the leaky basement of my row house, where some 4,000 books
are shelvedIntroductionIt’s not that I don’t like people. It’s just that when I’m in the company of
others—even my nearest and dearest—there always comes a moment when I’d rather be
reading a book.And, for many hours of almost every day, that’s what I’m doing. I have a great job
—or, to be more accurate, cluster of jobs—for a bookworm. I read for a living. For the past
sixteen years I’ve been the book critic for the NPR program Fresh Air. Just about every week, I
read a new book and review it for Fresh Air’s approximately four and a half million listeners. I get
paid to read, to think, to share opinions about literature. I also write a regular “Mysteries” column
for The Washington Post and review books for other newspapers and journals.“Do you ever get
tired of reading?” people sometimes ask me—particularly people who’ve seen the inside of my
house, where stacks of books are piled on the dining room table, the floor of my bedroom and
study, even on the radiators in summertime. The truthful answer is “Rarely.” There are those
occasional stretches where I’ll review three new novels in a row that are all about five hundred
pages long and packed with nature descriptions and I push myself to finish these books out of
professional duty rather than pleasure. But there’s always another, possibly better book on the
horizon that I’m curious about, another world to lose myself in. After more than a decade of
weekly reviewing, during which, on average, I receive about fifty new books a week sent to my
house by publishers hoping for a review on Fresh Air, I still feel an upsurge of curiosity every time
I rip open another cardboard book box to look at the new title inside. There’s always a chance
that this new novel or work of nonfiction will be a book I’ll love, a book that I’ll pass on to friends
and rave about on Fresh Air; a book that changes the way I “read” my own life. For the chance of
finding such magic—as I do maybe ten times a year—I misspend hours of my life reading what
turn out to be the wrong books: biographies promoting glib psychological keys to their subjects,
or novels that go nowhere, or mysteries narrated by cats. No pain, no gain.In addition to being a
book critic, I’m a professor of literature (for the past sixteen years at Georgetown University).
Again, a nice job for a compulsive reader, especially since it allows me to escape the relentless



pressure of reading hot-off-the-press books and return, again and again, to familiar literary works
—some classic, some personal favorites that haven’t been anointed as “canonical.” Years ago I
wrote a Ph.D. dissertation on, among other figures, the twentieth-century British social critic and
artist Eric Gill. Gill was a gifted coiner of aphorisms, and one in particular has always stayed with
me: “The free man does what he likes in his working time and in his spare time what is required
of him. The slave does what he is obliged to do in his working time and what he likes to do only
when he is not at work.” According to Gill’s definition, through the grace of literature, I’m a “free
man.”But here’s a catch: I live an intensely bookish life during a resolutely nonliterary era. An
absurdly small number of people in America care about what I or any other book critic has to say
about the latest novel or work of nonfiction. Despite the proliferation of mega-bookstores and
neighborhood reading groups, most Americans are indifferent to the lure of literature: in fact,
according to a Wall Street Journal article of a few years ago, some 59 percent of Americans
don’t own a single book. Not a cookbook or even the Bible. Just as I find that statistic
incomprehensible, a lot of people consider what I do for a living fairly pointless, as the epigraph
to this book demonstrates. All that reading and so little material reward. My own mother, who’s
always dazzled by my facility in answering questions in the literature category on Jeopardy!
whenever we watch it together, keeps urging me to try to get on the show to make all those years
spent reading finally pay off.There’s another downside to what I do: a critic makes enemies. I’m
no Sheridan Whiteside, aka The Man Who Came to Dinner; I don’t enjoy slamming other
people’s work. Indeed, there’s always greater happiness all around in praising a book rather than
in panning it: the author and publisher are delighted; my editor or producer feels good about
devoting space to a book that merits it; and I, the reviewer, presumably have had a good-to-great
experience reading a book that I can recommend to others. But if a book is lousy, I say so.
Besides other, more noble reasons—such as integrity—I selfishly care about the quality of my
own writing, and whenever I’ve attempted to be “nice” and make a book sound better than it is,
my review sounds forced and wooden. As a consequence of the negative reviews I’ve written,
I’ve lost freelance jobs (because an editor was either friends with or a fan of the writer) and been
the target of angry authorial outbursts. I answered the phone in my office some years ago to hear
a tearful voice say, “Professor Corrigan, you’ve ruined my life.” The voice belonged to the author
of a novel I had just given a thumbs-down to in The Washington Post. “Why?” was the title of a
two-page cri de coeur e-mailed to me by a prominent newspaper columnist whose first book I’d
positively reviewed but whose second I thought was poorly thought out. The sense of personal
betrayal felt by that author was palpable.I don’t shrug off these incidents. Nor do I get pleasure
from the attentions of the eccentric NPR listeners that I’ve attracted. One fellow has been
sending me penciled postcards every couple of months or so for years, chiding me for
pronunciation problems like my New Yorker’s dentalized “ t”. Barbara Walters, he’s assured me,
had the same problem early in her career. I’ve also been treated to the sexual fantasies some
listeners harbor about me, and I regularly receive piles of books as well as unpublished
manuscripts that listeners want me to use my influence to get noticed. There well might be



another Ulysses moldering away unseen in those piles, but I’ll never have the time to find out. I’m
always reading on deadline. I read every opportunity I can, and the pressure to grab those
opportunities has grown more intense since the arrival of my daughter six years ago. I read and
take notes on books I’m reviewing every day—as well as on vacations and all the major holidays.
I read in the hours before dawn and while I proctor my students’ exams and while I wait for an oil
change or a doctor’s appointment. Luckily, my job demands constant reading, otherwise I’d have
to figure out some other excuse.This, my own book, is my attempt to figure out some of the
consequences of my prolonged exposure to books and to explore how reading has transformed
my life, mostly for the better, sometimes for the worse. Because I read so widely and so much,
I’ve recognized some rarely discussed themes—in particular, powerful ideas about womanhood
and work—running through the subtexts of some of the most hallowed classic texts as well as
some of the most devalued popular books. I want to share those insights—and their effect on my
own life—with my readers. Think of this book as analogous in method to those marvelous
mongrel texts written by M.F.K. Fisher or Laurie Colwin that combine recipes and revelations
about food with autobiographical digressions. Some people live to eat; others of us live to read.
In both instances, the particular hunger and the life are absolutely intertwined.Hovering over all
the ruminations about literature and life that follow is the cosmic question of why so many of us
feel compelled to go through life with our noses stuck in a book. I’d like to propose a resolutely
earnest answer—all the years I devoted to reading the Victorian Sages in graduate school have
left their mark on my beliefs about literature. I think, consciously or not, what we readers do each
time we open a book is to set off on a search for authenticity. We want to get closer to the heart
of things, and sometimes even a few good sentences contained in an otherwise unexceptional
book can crystallize vague feelings, fleeting physical sensations, or, sometimes, profound
epiphanies. Good writing is writing that’s on target; that captures, say, the smell of sizing on a
just-sewn garment the way no other known grammatical scramble of words has before. (Ann
Packer’s recent wonderful debut novel, The Dive from Clausen’s Pier, did just that.) Those are,
unfailingly, the sentences that we reviewers quote in our reviews because they leap out and offer
those cherished “Aha!” moments in reading. Little wonder that one of the most overused words
in favorable reviews is the adjective luminous. Readers, professional or casual, are alert to
passages in a book that illuminate what was previously shadowy and formless. In our daily lives,
where we’re bombarded by the fake and the trivial, reading serves as a way to stop, shut out the
noise of the world, and try to grab hold of something real, no matter how small. Hence the
enormous popularity of extreme-adventure tales that take their readers to the “last good places,”
like the top of Mount Everest or the middle of the ocean— places that are still unsullied,
authentic. Detective fiction, another literary genre that I love and will talk about in this book,
oftentimes weaves the search for authenticity into its plots. What I and a lot of other readers
consider to be the greatest American detective-fiction tale of all time, Dashiell Hammett’s 1930
novel, The Maltese Falcon, describes a fast-paced search for a bejeweled falcon that dates from
the Middle Ages. When detective Sam Spade finally gets his hands on the bird, it turns out to be



a fake. Spade, being made of tougher stuff than most of his shocked readers, takes his
disappointment in stride and forges on. Detectives, like Spade, are close readers. They have to
be to catch all the hidden clues. Spade’s close reading throughout The Maltese Falcon as he
searches for the authentic treasure mirrors our own activity as readers of the novel, as we
search in Hammett’s story for something authentic that will deepen our understanding of our
own lives.The roots of my own yearning to read are easy enough to trace. I was a shy kid, an
only child who grew up in a two-bedroom walk-up apartment in Queens. Reading offered
companionship as well as escape. It also gave me a way to be more like my dad, whom I adored.
Every week-night, after he came home from his job as a refrigeration mechanic and ate supper,
my dad would go to his bedroom and read. Mostly, he read adventure novels about World War II.
He had served first in the Merchant Marine and, then, after Pearl Harbor, in the Navy on a
destroyer escort. Those Navy years were the most intense of my father’s life, although he never
said so. My dad belonged to that generation of men, forged by the Great Depression and World
War II, whose unspoken motto was “The deeper the feeling, the fewer the words.” He didn’t talk a
lot about the war, but I knew it haunted his memory because every night he cracked open a
paperback (usually one with an embossed swastika on its cover) and sat smoking and reading.
Near his chair was a framed photograph of his ship, the USS Schmitt. To read was to be like my
dad and, maybe, to get a glimpse of his experience—to me, as wide and unfathomable as the
sea.In his youth my dad’s reading tastes had been more eclectic. For one thing, he liked poetry.
On a childhood expedition into his dresser, I once came across a wrinkled green pamphlet—the
kind, I later learned, that used to be sold on newsstands. It was entitled The Most Wonderful
Collection of Famous Recitations Ever Written. They were, too. Inside were funny and
melodramatic poems by Robert Service, Rudyard Kipling, and other now-demoted bards. The
titles alone would draw a reader in: “The Cremation of Sam McGee,” “Casey at the Bat,” “Laugh
and the World Laughs with You,” “Over the Hill to the Poorhouse,” “Woodsman, Spare That Tree,”
“One Day of Turkey, Six Days of Hash.” It even included a Shakespeare soliloquy, “All the World’s
a Stage.” I used to hear stories from relatives about how, in his drinking days, my dad would
stand up and recite Shakespeare at parties. When I was growing up, the sole evidence of my
dad’s former hamminess was the line “Sound and fury signifying nothing,” which was one of his
catch-phrases, usually muttered when a politician appeared on television.He liked Dickens, too.
“That’s a good one,” he said to me when I brought home A Tale of Two Cities from grammar
school. As a product of “the American Century,” my dad also harbored a great love for American
history, particularly the American Revolution. He regularly reread all the novels of F. Van Wyck
Mason, took my mother and me on vacation pilgrimages to Valley Forge and Williamsburg, and
held me spell-bound as a small child, spinning out vivid tales of General Washington’s soldiers
fighting the British and dying in the snow. Without ever talking about it, my father understood
how, through reading, a person’s world could be immeasurably enlarged. Because he was
happy to see an early love of reading taking hold of me, he even helped me commit my first
Catholic-school act of insubordination. We second-graders at St. Raphael’s Parochial School



weren’t allowed to bring our Dick and Jane readers home because the nuns didn’t want us
reading ahead. (Why? Don’t ask. Stay in line.) Memory is hazy on the specifics, but I must have
asked my dad for my own copy of the reader. I do remember the two of us going down to Macy’s
at Herald Square, which, back in the early 1960s, had a big book department, and my dad
buying the reader for me. I finished all the stories weeks before we got to them in class, where I
sat, bored, during reading period. So, instead of learning to sound out the words I already knew,
I learned, firsthand, about the void that all devoted readers dread—the void that yawns just past
the last page of whatever good book we’re currently reading.Luckily, given my jobs, I don’t often
have that problem. Still, to guard against that emptiness, I’ve planked over nearly every surface
of the row house I now live in with my husband and daughter with piles of books and magazines.
(They each have their own messy, sizeable collection of books and magazines, too.) The books
are different and so is the style of furniture, but the basic decorating theme in my house is the
same as that in my dad’s old bedroom.My mom, on the other hand, would rather try to talk to just
about anybody—Minnie Mouse, Alan Greenspan—than read a book. She used to grow restless
on those long-ago evenings when my dad and I would be lost in our separate fictional worlds.
Because she knew better than to bother him, she’d invariably sidle up to me and complain that I
was ruining my eyes by reading in the (perfectly adequate) light of the living room lamp, or she’d
feel my head and tell me that I was “getting bumps” from too much reading. Sometimes I’d give
in and watch TV with her for a while. But at some point I’d always pick up my book again, leaving
her, as she’d complain, “all alone.” My poor mother. How did she get stuck with the two of us
reader-loners for company?The necessary solitude of reading has something to do with my
mom’s disinclination; she also has a Mrs. Malaprop way with words that betrays her essential
uneasiness with language. One Sunday morning she called, all excited because she thought
she’d won the Lotto. “I’m going to buy you and Rich a condom!” she announced breathlessly.
“Have some machos,” she once urged us during a visit, offering a plate of chips and salsa. When
I gave her a copy of the first theory-encrusted article I ever published in the academic journal
English Literature in Transition, she proudly told relatives that I had “written a story” for
something called English Literature in Translation . Actually, she was right that time.She was also
eerily on the mark when she would tell people that I was teaching not at Haverford College but at
“Rutherford College,” a name that sounds like it came out of a Marx Brothers movie.My mother
had the bad luck to be a Depression-era child who had to leave high school early to work and
help support her family. For a long time I’ve worn the small onyx “graduation” ring her older,
already-working sister gave her to mark the transition. It reminds me of her courage in the face of
limited options—the days spent hiding out at the Paramount Theater when she was supposed to
be looking for work, the months spent at the hated factory jobs. It also reminds me to be grateful,
especially on those gray mornings when I’m shuffling off to teach a class on a book, like Ann
Petry’s novel The Street, that I admire for its various strengths but don’t particularly enjoy
rereading. In the first awful year after my dad’s death, I sometimes stupidly sought to ease my
mother’s grief by prescribing novels for her to read, good thick stories by Susan Isaacs and



Maeve Binchy. And, slowly, my mother tried to read them. Maybe she sensed, as I did as a child,
that reading was the way to be near my father.Of course, it’s a bit misleading to cast my parents
as the Mr. Yin and Mrs. Yang of reading; for one thing, like most human beings, they sometimes
acted unpredictably and switched roles. When I was a sophomore in college and recovering
from a broken heart, it was my mother who urged my frugal father to help fund a literary escape
for me— a month in Ireland in the company of a few chosen students and our beloved English
professor. And I remember visiting my parents years later and turning on the TV set in the living
room to watch a BBC production of a Shakespeare play. After about ten minutes, my father
began sighing, drumming his fingers on his chair, and otherwise signaling that he found the
actors and their orotund tones altogether too fluty; my mom pleaded, “Let her watch it”—even
though neither the Brits in general nor Shakespeare in particular was her cup of tea. Like Lillian
Hellman says in her lying-but-magnificent memoir, Scoundrel Time, “The traceries from what
you were to what you became are always too raw and too simple.”1 Still, I’d say that the very
different literary and anti-literary influences of my parents have shaped my life and career. As an
English professor and book critic, I’m lucky enough to spend my working life reading, reading,
and reading until, as my mother still warns, “my eyeballs will fall out.” But the way I talk about
books and try to get other people interested in them in the classroom, in print, and on National
Public Radio may well owe more to her indifference than to my dad’s passion.A few years ago I
was standing in front of my fall semester “Women’s Autobiography” class (thirty-seven women
and one lone male—either enlightened or desperate for a date). I was running down the syllabus
with them and got to Gertrude Stein’s The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas. “It’s a brilliant puzzle
text that anticipates deconstructionist approaches to autobiography by half a century,” I said.
Noticing a couple of young women in the corner who looked like they were mentally mixing and
matching their fall ensembles from Banana Republic, I decided to switch tactics. “In many ways,
this is my favorite of all the autobiographies we’re reading. It’s an elegant goof! Stein lampoons
the arrogance of all those guys who, for centuries, have been yammering on about ‘me, me, me,’
in their autobiographies.” There, I got what I wanted: faint amusement on the faces of those two
women. Now, for a moment, instead of mulling over cargo pants, they were admiring a weird
book written by a woman they no doubt would have been appalled by in the flesh.I absolutely
want other people to love, or at least appreciate, the books I love. It doesn’t take a Sam Spade or
a Sigmund Freud to figure out why. “What’s that story about?” my mother would sometimes ask.
And so I’d tell her about Rose in Bloom or Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch or, later, The Great
Gatsby. If I made the story sound funny or tragic, did justice to the surprising twists and turns in
the plot, and, most important of all, kept my summary short, I’d be rewarded with a light of
interest in her eyes; if I waxed too intellectual about themes and symbols, I’d get blankness. My
reading-averse mother surely has a lot to do with the fact that I make my living trying to get other
people excited about books in the classroom, in newspaper book-review sections, and in four-
minute reviews (keep it short) on NPR.Years ago, my fellow Fresh Air commentators and I
attended our one and only “voice workshop.” The point was not to rid us of our various accents;



fortunately, NPR seems to like regional twangs. Instead, the voice coach wanted to help us
sound more natural, more “talky,” as we read our pieces on the air. “Imagine, when you’re in the
studio recording, that you’re in a room with a bunch of friends who are really interested in what
you have to say,” she suggested. I try to do that each week. I people the closet-sized studio I
record in here in Washington with a crowd that nods enthusiastically at every insight, every bon
mot, I utter. But somewhere in that crowd stands my mother, and she’s bored. I’ve got to work
harder—loosen up my diction, inject more energy into my voice—to make her see what’s so
wonderful about this book.“Write what you know,” the old saw advises, and what I know, with
much more certitude than I know almost anything else, is the world of books and what it feels
like to be a passionate reader. This is a book about books . . . but not only about books. I want to
talk about the unexpected places books take us readers. By way of demonstration, I want to
revisit some of the extraordinary places books have taken me— in my imagination and in my
“real life”—as well as some of the characters, both fictive and flesh-and-blood, I’ve met along the
way. I want to talk about how books can give us readers some understanding of the boundaries
of our own identities and how they can make us less afraid of moving back and forth across
those boundaries into other stories, other lives. I’m certain that they’ve done that for me.I come
from a short maternal line of shy women who’ve had to push themselves out of their shells. (A
short line because I don’t know anything about my ancestors beyond my grandparents.) My
mother’s mother, Helen Mrosz, got on an immigrant boat when she was seventeen and came to
America, all alone. She had to—there was no work, no life for her back in turn-of-the-century
Poland where her brothers would inherit the family farm. My mother, as I’ve already
acknowledged, reluctantly left school at fourteen during the Depression to find work and help
support her family. Both my mother and my grandmother were propelled by larger forces of
history to leave their familiar worlds; I was booted out by books. There’s the irony. Like so many
bookworms, I was timid and introspective, and yet reading, my earliest refuge from the unknown
world, made me want to venture out into it, instead of sticking with my own kind. My yearning to
fit in, to hang back, hasn’t been eradicated; it’s a lifelong inclination born of nature and nurture
and who knows what else. But a lot of the courage I’ve found to sometimes diverge off familiar
paths I owe to reading, and I want to talk about some of those turning points in my life and their
literary sources.Many of the stories that have most profoundly affected me have come packaged
in genre form—the word literary people give to books thought to be mass productions, unlike the
“unique” genius of the Great Books. I especially want to look at men’s and women’s lives as
they’ve been depicted in three mostly noncanonical categories of stories: the female extreme-
adventure tale, the hard-boiled detective novel, and the Catholic-martyr narratives. These three
literary genres are enormously popular, and I expect that some of the surprising and even
subversive messages I’ve stumbled across in these books have resonated with many other
readers, perhaps even changed their lives to a degree, as they have mine. But first, some
definition is in order. The female extreme-adventure tale is the genre that I chiefly concentrate on
throughout this book, and I want to clarify that I’m not talking about powder-puff versions of The



Perfect Storm or Into Thin Air—two male accounts of endurance that, by the way, I loved reading.
The classic female variant on the implicitly male extreme-adventure tale is, I think, a thriving
literary genre that’s long been overlooked because its power has traditionally derived from its
suffer-and-be-silent modesty. And when I say long been overlooked, I mean for centuries,
millennia even. If we identify Homer’s Ulysses as the first male extreme-adventure hero in
Western literature, then his wife, Penelope, qualifies as the first extreme-adventure heroine.
While Ulysses was roaming the world, fighting the Cyclops and steeling himself against the
Sirens, Penelope was also engaged in a life-and-death struggle, of sorts, with those greedy,
repulsive suitors swarming all over the palace. Penelope doesn’t boast or bellyache in Homer’s
account; instead, she hides her suffering and marshals her intelligence and emotional stamina
to tolerate and eventually triumph. Penelope’s narrative establishes the basic plot characteristics
of the female extreme-adventure tale, as I’ll go on to describe. These stories, up until very
recently, have been about women who withstand psychological and sometimes physical
torments over an extended period; they are usually played out in the secluded realms of the
home, sometimes even within a woman’s own body. Recognizing the existence of this hardy
tradition of women’s writing about private tests of endurance comforted me with the knowledge
that I was in good company during a time when I was undergoing an extreme female adventure
of my own.Unlike the male extreme-adventure tale, which has remained pretty constant for the
past two millennia, the female extreme-adventure tale has taken speedy advantage of the social
changes wrought by the Second Women’s Movement of the late 1960s to begin a major
makeover that’s still in progress. Classic features remain in evidence in the feminist extreme-
adventure tale: the heroine herself, and certainly the secondary female characters, usually retain
aspects of the Penelope ethos of suffer and be still—and busily scheme under cover of
darkness. But now women characters under pressure not only bear their trials, they act. In Black
and Blue, the bestselling 1998 novel by Anna Quindlen that first got me thinking about the
existence of the female extreme-adventure tale, the heroine, Fran Benedetto, tolerates her
policeman-husband’s fists and curses for years. Then, one fateful morning, she runs off with her
young son. Aided by a feminist rescue network, she settles in an anonymous suburb, gets a job,
and changes her entire life—all the while looking anxiously over her shoulder. Contrast her story
with some earlier, more hopeless literary portraits of abused wives, such as that of Helen
Graham, the heroine of Anne Brontë’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, or Mrs. Heathcliff (the poor
deluded Isabella Linton) in Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights. All three of the Brontë sisters were
queens of the Victorian female-adventure tale, but, as I’ll discuss in Chapter 1, the most massive
crown of thorns goes to Charlotte.These women had no realistic alternatives but to stay in place
and endure. With the advent of the Second Women’s Movement, however, other possibilities
began to open up for women in literature as well as in life. Besieged, threatened, and
overwhelmed female heroines no longer “just” carry their considerable burdens quietly. Some
talk back, while others make use of their advanced educations and professional positions to
wield some power in the world. Still others confront hazards physically, relying on self-defense



training to kayo thugs with their feet and fists. A few, in the most dire of circumstances, shoot first
and ask permission later. An important word about these rock-’em-sock-’em dames: I think the
post-1960s female mystery novel—itself a hugely popular product of second-wave feminism—is
a grandly utopian version of the female extreme-adventure tale. The gal gumshoes and pistol-
packing lawyers in novels by Sue Grafton, Sara Paretsky, Lisa Scottoline, Liza Cody, and a host
of other good women writers get to do what Jane Eyre and her long-suffering sisters couldn’t
even dream of doing: they get to fight back.The underground tradition of the female extreme-
adventure tale— a genre that has been remodeled but not razed by the social changes wrought
by the Second Women’s Movement—is one I’ll focus on in the first chapter of this book, and will
continue to trace, via its changing incarnations and near relations, throughout the chapters that
follow. The female extreme-adventure tale is a genre whose possibilities fascinate me, perhaps
in part because I’ve always been drawn to literature that preaches a stiff-upper-lip attitude
toward life. In the middle of this book, I delve into the dark world of the hard-boiled detective
novel. During the decades that I’ve been an avid detective-novel fan, I’ve also become more and
more aware of surprising and complex views of work and family that these novels offer us. In the
final section of this book, I revisit the beloved literature of my parochial-school girlhood, where
secular saints like Marie Killilea of the bestselling autobiographical Karen books and Beany
Malone of the eponymous girls series gave a recognizably Catholic spin to the ethos of female
suffering in silence. Rereading these books as an adult, I was much more aware of the covert
maneuvers through which their heroines managed to criticize the status quo and still keep their
ladylike mantles in place. I think that, consciously or not, the sometimes seditious comments on
conventional womanhood that these books offer contributed to their enormous popularity,
particularly with women readers.Because I didn’t read all these books while hermetically sealed
in a library carrel, I also want to talk about how life and art interrelate— specifically how what
was happening to me at certain times in my life affected how I’ve read literature, as well as how
books have affected how I’ve “read” and, to a certain extent, shaped my life. I think all of us
committed readers experience this kind of symbiotic relationship with books. Another way of
explaining the organization of this book is to say that it charts three major literary and life
journeys, journeys that I’ve taken with different uniforms on: the book critic, the teacher, and the
student. In the first instance, a flip feminist digression I made in a book review turned out to be
the magic words that cleared the trail into some of the uncharted territory that still exists, in
boundless stretches, within all great books. In the second escapade, a genre that I’d known and
loved for years introduced me to a dissolute distant relation and we ran off together. And, in the
third and earliest literary outing, cherished books of my childhood that were supposed to be safe
and saintly shanghaied me into a wickedly naughty realm of righteous anger and pride.Books
are wayward. You can begin a book assuming that you’re entering one kind of world, getting one
kind of message, only to find out that beneath that cover story lurks another kind of tale—or two,
or three—altogether. Books can turn us readers around, mess with our directional signals,
deposit us, drained and bewildered, on completely foreign shores. A forgettable book



disappoints or merely meets our conscious expectations; unforgettable books take us to places
we didn’t even suspect existed, places we may not even have wanted to go. So many times I’ve
started a book and, like my famous kinsman Douglas “Wrong-Way” Corrigan, who one July day
in 1938 took off in his plane from Floyd Bennett Field in Brooklyn for California and wound up
some two days later in Dublin, Ireland, I’ve found myself on a strange and faraway shore by
story’s end. There’s no such thing as travel insurance when it comes to reading. Sure, the syllabi
I draw up for the literature courses I teach may look like itineraries—and they certainly are
intended to give the reassuring impression that reading is an orderly tour from one fixed point of
interest to the next—but it’s not so. We readers linger on particularly captivating language, get
drawn into thickets of symbol patterns, or find ourselves stepping out of the book altogether to
investigate its biographical or historical context. As I relearn, semester after semester, the route
from The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin to The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas is never a
straight line.Nor is reading a risk-free activity. As elevating and enlightening as literature can be,
prolonged travel in the alternative worlds of books can also make a reader more prone to fantasy
thinking and estranged from his or her “real” life. In the company of my then preschool-aged
daughter, I’ve watched a lot of children’s programs on PBS and even sat through a few onstage
extravaganzas featuring Snow White and the Three Little Pigs. These children’s shows routinely
offer a paean to reading, no doubt as a sop to educated middle-class parents who worry about
the fact that their kids are sitting before the TV screen or in a darkened sports arena, zombified
by the antics of, say, Winnie-the-Pooh in animated or costume form, instead of actually reading
about his adventures in A. A. Milne’s stories. What these songs and skits in praise of reading
don’t mention, however, is that the child who gets lost in a book can emerge from that
experience a changeling.Lots of great American writers have written about the initial walk into a
public library that transformed their lives, but certainly Richard Wright’s account in Black Boy is
one of the most thrilling. Wright, of course, wasn’t just handed that first Pandora’s box of books;
he had to snatch it across the color line by asking a semi-sympathetic white man for the loan of
his library card. Here’s an excerpt from Wright’s description of first opening up and reading H. L.
Mencken’s A Book of Prefaces:What strange world was this? I concluded the book with the
conviction that I had somehow overlooked something terribly important in life. I had once tried to
write, had once reveled in feeling, had let my crude imagination roam, but the impulse to dream
had been slowly beaten out of me by experience. Now it surged up again and I hungered for
books, new ways of looking and seeing. It was not a matter of believing or disbelieving what I
read, but of feeling something new, of being affected by something that made the look of the
world different.As dawn broke I ate my pork and beans, feeling dopey, sleepy. I went to work, but
the mood of the book would not die; it lingered, coloring everything I saw, heard, did. I now felt
that I knew what the white men were feeling. Merely because I had read a book that had spoken
of how they lived and thought, I identified myself with that book.2My own less dramatic early
transformations through literature turned out to be—for me, personally—just as profound.
“Yes’m.” I remember standing in the doorway of our kitchen and speaking that outmoded phrase



to my mother, in answer to a question she’d just asked. I must have been about seven and had
just finished reading some story where all the children said “Yes’m” to their mothers. “What did
you say?” asked my baffled mother. I snapped back to my “old” self the next moment, but
constant reading kept pulling me away from the world of my childhood, the world of my parents.
Reading the Nancy Drew books made me emulate Nancy’s patrician manners, circa 1935, and
regular visits via reading to her gracious home in leafy River Heights made me dissatisfied with
our dark city apartment. Reading Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man as a junior in high
school made me take myself and my writing ambitions seriously enough that I signed up that
summer for a creative-writing course at the New School in Greenwich Village —hippie-infested
terra incognita for a Catholic girl from working-class Sunnyside. (The teacher, as I remember,
had another job, writing quiz-show questions; if I’d been smarter, I would have taken note of the
fact that this published writer held down two day jobs to survive.) Eventually, I left my parents’
apartment and the close-knit community I grew up in, half consciously lured away by the promise
of books and the wider, more intense life they seemed to offer. But not without a cost.For all
readers, male and female, there is a discrepancy between the possibilities offered by the world
of the imagination and the possibilities offered by real life. That’s one of the reasons we read
fiction: to fantasize about what might be. But, until the social revolution of the Second Women’s
Movement, that discrepancy, generally speaking, had been more gaping for women readers.
Because so many of fiction’s heroes are, well, heroes instead of heroines, women readers, out
of pleasant necessity, have learned to step into the roomier footwear of the Deerslayer, Beowulf,
Ulysses, Ishmael, David Copperfield, and so on. These heroes lead lives of on-the-road
adventure, recklessness, and big dreams—all played out in the public sphere. And therein lies
the bad-boy allure of these tales. Victorian and turn-of-the-century patriarchs worried that middle-
class female readers would get all stirred up by “questionable” literature—like romances and
adventure sagas—and, for a time, live through their imaginations like men. They would squeeze
back into their own overstuffed parlors with their heads full of mutinous androgynous
possibilities.Some of Western literature’s greatest novelists, because they themselves were also
avid readers, chronicled the particular dangers that fantasy fiction posed to nineteenth-century
women. Catherine Morland in Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey goes gaga over Gothic novels,
to the extent that she imagines skeletons in every closet and mad monks in every alcove; she
also almost reads herself out of a good marriage match. Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary
reads herself into adultery and an early grave, so frustrated is she by the stultifying confines of
her actual wifely existence. Of course, Bovary’s cautionary tale is over-the-top: her “death by
books” is a fate threatening only the most susceptible of female readers. The more humdrum
consequence of heavy reading is that it encourages lots of already shy girls—as it certainly
encouraged me—to be dreamy solitaries who would rather be alone with a book than mingle
with friends and family. In terms of traditional gender roles, women are supposed to be chatty
and warm—bridge builders. Women who read seriously, however, are temporary recluses,
antisocial loners.Louisa May Alcott’s Jo March is certainly a contender for the most beloved



heroine in Western literature. Nestled in the bosom of her sororial family, Jo, nevertheless, elects
to spend hours isolated in the icy attic, scribbling away at her blood-and-thunder dramas. When
she matures into a young lady, Jo makes a radical break from her dear mother, sisters, and
neighbor, Laurie. She chooses to live alone in a faraway city, housed in a spinster’s bed-sitter,
trying to secure her literary reputation by writing adult versions of her dramatic thrillers. She
returns to the March manse eventually with that peculiar German professor, Mr. Bhaer, in tow
(dubious marriage material at best, in the eyes of her solid New England family). Jo comes
home, but she’s a different person from the adolescent madwoman-in-training who first began
nursing her aspirations in the attic. Jo’s lengthy devotion to literature is to blame. Like every other
bookwormish girl who’s ever encountered and worshipped Jo in Little Women, I identify with her;
more than that, I feel like the broad plot of my life follows hers. A love of books gloriously
screwed us both up; rendered us intermittent hermits holed up in corners of our childhood
homes; snatched us from our bemused families and pushed us into distant, lonely, and often
ludicrous tests of ambition and resolve; and made the return journey home (in my case, also,
accompanied by a “stranger” to the tribe) fraught with difficulty.If reading is a journey, it’s a dicey
one. Books have lured me into tight jams, ego-shredding experiences, euphoric heights, and
abysmal lows. Books have deeply enriched my life; they’ve also deluded me. Throughout this
book, I’ll talk about the adventure of reading as well as some of the misadventures that reading
has led me into.But before we set out, I need to address the long-term damage that attending
graduate school in English can wreak on one’s psyche. And the further toll that regular
reviewing, relentlessly casting a cold eye on other people’s books in search of cracks and
fissures, has taken on my courage. My own internal book critic has already anticipated any snide
remarks that might be offered by other reviewers about this book. I’ve even come up with the
perfect one-word negative review of Leave Me Alone, I’m Reading: “Gladly.”When I was on the
academic-job market, I interviewed for a position as assistant professor at Columbia University. I
wanted that job. Other English graduate students I knew at the University of Pennsylvania were
counting themselves lucky to be deported to places like North Dakota for teaching jobs; I wanted
to return to New York. I walked into the conference room where the interview was being held and
was greeted by the assembled Big Names of the Columbia English Department. Carolyn
Heilbrun was the only other woman present and the only professor who smiled as she shook my
hand. I immediately developed an eye tic. Things went downhill from there. Late in the interview,
Steven Marcus roused himself and asked, in regard to my Ph.D. dissertation: “Ms. Corrigan,
does this dissertation have any methodology?” I should have toughed it out and said,
paraphrasing T. S. Eliot’s famous remark about Aristotle: “Well, Professor, there is no method
except to be very intelligent.” Instead, I smiled my best Mrs. Miniver smile and tried to pass
myself off as a “soft” Marxist (not exactly what Lenin had in mind). Of course, I didn’t get the job.
I’d failed the academic bear-baiting test: I backed down, tried to be nice, and lost face
professionally.One of the pleasures of writing autobiographically, however, is that you get to
revise the past—as long as you’re up-front about doing so. So, let’s try it again. Does this book



have any methodology? Not much of one. It explores some major literary subjects and features
some unexpected themes and repeated allusions: Ira Einhorn—the notorious New Age hippie
who was recently extradited to the United States and convicted of the 1977 murder of his
girlfriend, Holly Maddux—makes appearances in three of its four chapters. I had no idea, before
sitting down to write, that he was such a creepy presence in my life. Class, Catholicism, work,
and my dad are big subjects, and dermatological problems caused by anxiety are mentioned
more than once. I have a fondness for the genre of serial fiction—mysteries and series novels
make up about half of the literary references here. I’ve also noticed that I use semicolons a lot.
That punctuational rut is partly a consequence of the years I spent reading Victorian nonfictional
prose writers such as Thomas Carlyle, John Ruskin, and William Morris, who were capable of
raging on in page-length, semicolon-studded sentences about, say, the evils of the Industrial
Revolution. But there’s more to it than that. The semicolon is my psychological metaphor, my
mascot. It’s the punctuation mark that qualifies, hesitates, and ties together ideas and parts of a
life that shoot off in different directions. I think my reliance on the semicolon signifies that I want
to hold on to my background—honestly, without sentimentality or embarrassment—and yet, also
transcend it. I come from, and still partly reside in, a world where most people, including my own
parents, didn’t, and still don’t, read or hear what I have to say about books because they are
oblivious to NPR, The New York Times, and all the other educated middle- and upper-class
outlets where popular conversations about culture and literature take place. I now spend most of
my time in a world where most people know who Stanley Fish is but have only the haziest notion
of (and even less interest in) what a shop steward does.How do you own what you’ve become
without losing what you were—and want to keep on being, too? I’m an NPR contributor, college
professor, feminist, leftist, person ambivalent about the constraints of family and community; I’m
a child of the working class, a mother, a good daughter, a skeptical Catholic, a Queens booster,
and a flag waver on the Fourth of July and other national holidays, even before September 11.
(Why should the right own the flag?) Hence, that semicolon trying to link things that otherwise
would spin off and settle into disparate categories.The only conscious literary methodology
lurking around here is this one: I’ve read all these books carefully and thought about them and
what they have to do with life, including my life and the world around me. It’s an old and
venerable methodology, by the way, that seems to be enjoying a comeback. Formidable literary
critics such as Frank Lentricchia and Harold Bloom have, in the past few years, cast off theory
and resolved to wrestle with books bare-handed, mano a mano. I prefer the family metaphor.
Like Wrong-Way Corrigan, I take off on a series of literary journeys and life adventures in this
book. Also, like my notorious kinsman (who supposedly engineered that “mistake” of landing in
Ireland instead of California), I’ve planned on arriving at some of the unlikely destinations in the
following chapters. But every time I’ve reread the great books I discuss here, I’ve found new
areas to explore; I imagine my readers will have similar experiences. We’ll all be making some
unscheduled stops, some emergency landings. Where we finally wind up is anybody’s
guess.CHAPTER ONEAin’t No Mountain High Enough: Women’s Extreme-Adventure Stories



(and One of My Own)Among the many dangers of being an obsessive reader is that you tend to
mediate your life through books, filter your experiences through plots, so that the boundary
between fiction and fact becomes porous. One evening, during the years I was living as a
graduate student in Philadelphia, I was watching TV when a commercial for the local electric
company came on. The commercial was promoting a program to help addled senior citizens
keep track of their bills. On the screen was an elderly man sitting at a dining room table, staring
at a pile of windowed envelopes. He looked a little bit like my dad, and sure enough, as the
screen widened out to include the rest of the room, there was a big black-and-white photograph
of my father as a toddler, dressed in a sailor suit, surrounded by his two older sisters and their
parents. “Oh, there’s the photograph,” I thought to myself. I had a framed copy in my living room—
all the Corrigans and their descendants have a copy of that photograph hanging somewhere in
their homes. Aside from being a striking image— my grandfather with his handlebar mustache
staring soberly into the camera; my grandmother in a long dark dress with a lace collar, holding
my dad on her lap; my two aunts, smiling, one in a First Communion dress—it was a picture
occasioned by tragedy. My grandmother Margaret had been diagnosed with cancer, and she
and my grandfather John had the photograph taken to help the children remember her. She died
in 1925, when my father was five years old.“Oh, there’s the photograph.” It took me at least a full
minute to realize that the Corrigan-family photograph was on TV. I was like those American
soldiers described in Dispatches, Michael Herr’s great book about Vietnam, who, as they ran
into enemy fire, shouted “Cover me!”—a line they’d absorbed from countless World War II
movies. I, too, had gone to a lot of movies and watched too much TV. My fuzziness in
distinguishing between reality and simulacrum was a postmodern condition shared by all of us
who’d come of age in the culture of spectacle. But in my case, books were the worst
troublemakers when it came to wreaking havoc with my head. From adolescence on, at least,
I’ve read my life in terms of fiction, and so that evening, when I saw a personal object from my
life turn up in a TV commercial, it seemed, at first, natural. (By the way, after calling the electric
company’s public-relations office, I learned that the photograph had been found in a
secondhand-furniture store on Arch Street in Philadelphia. The location made sense. The one-
two punch of my grandmother’s death followed by the Great Depression a few years later
knocked the Corrigan family down. House and car disappeared and my grandfather John, taking
advantage of the first month’s free rent offered by desperate landlords, moved with the children
into a series of apartments in West Philadelphia. A lot of family treasures, like the photograph,
were put into storage, never to be rescued.)
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EpicFehlReader, “Fun, but with a few faults. Corrigan is an Edgar Award winning book critic /
reviewer who, along with being a book reviewer on NPR's "Fresh Air" segment, also teaches
literature at Georgetown University. This short memoir chronicles different pivotal moments in
her life -- childhood; college experiences; trying to heal from the death of her beloved father;
infertility struggles & becoming an adoptive mother -- and how her reading life tied into those
moments. For readers who have an interest in infertility or adoption stories, Corrigan does go
over reading recommendations just on this topic that she enjoyed.Regarding her sharing how
she got the NPR job, I thought it was pretty funny that she was initially turned down for the
position because NPR told her she seemed too academic. TOO academic. For NPR. LOL.From
what I've seen with online reviews, the general consensus for this memoir seems to be mixed. I
can't speak for others, obviously, but being a book blogger / vlogger myself, I really enjoyed
Corrigan's stories for the most part. I'd say the one thing I struggled with were the sections where
some of the books she discussed seemed pretty obscure to me (though she kept referencing
them as bestsellers). Also, her favorites in genres are closer to my least favorite. Can't blame that
on the author though! She's writing about her experiences and preferences, not mine. The
section that aggravated me the most was when she was discussing the Catholic memoir
duology Karen and With Love, From Karen by Marie Killilea. While mildly interesting at first,
Corrigan goes on to talk about this set of books for 30+ pages! I have to admit, it's a little difficult
to maintain interest for that many pages about books I've never heard of and, by Corrigan's
description of them, didn't sound like my kind of read. Aside from that, there was a lot in this
memoir that I did enjoy. I especially loved what she had to say in the Introduction essay, where
she talks about what makes reading and books so special and what leads some of us to have
such an obsession for the written word.Corrigan also provides a pages-long list of reading
recommendations, helpfully sorted by genre. I would recommend taking a look through those
titles because it seemed like some of those listed in the back of the book were not ones she
mentioned within the actual memoir. Might be worth a look-over to see if anything stirs your
curiosity.Note To Readers: It's not uncommon for reading memoirs / "books about books" type
titles to inevitably included spoilers for other books. Some are not too bad on this front but
Corrigan got especially spoiler-heavy with her story. So, consider this a spoiler alert for the
following titles -- Corrigan gives away either the endings or major plot twists / reveals of: The
Maltese Falcon and the short story "The Gutting Of Couffignal" both by Dashiell Hammett, Black
and Blue by Anna Quindlen, Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen, Jane Eyre and Villette (both)
by Charlotte Bronte, Lucky Jim by Kingsley Amis, The Big Sleep by Raymond Chandler, Gaudy
Night by Dorothy Sayers, and The Hound of the Baskervilles by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.”

C. M Mills, “Leave Me Alone I m Reading is a delightful memoir and reflection on reading by
Fresh Air' s Dr. Maureen Corrigan. She grew up in Brooklyn as a Roman Catholic Polish-Irish



bookworm. She graduated from Fordham and received a Ph.D in English Literature from the
University of Pennsylvania. Her name is Dr. Maureen Corrigan. Since 1989 this witty, wise and
down to earth academic has reviewed fiction for NPR on their award winning Fresh Air program
starring Terry Gross. As an old English major and major league bibliophile I enjoyed every page
of this delightful little gem of a book! Corrigan reviews her life of growing up in a working class
home in a small apartment in Brooklyn. Her father was a World War II naval vet who loved curling
up with a good novel or history of World War II. Her Polish heritage mother was not a reader.
Maureen was shy and reclusive loving such women in extreme adventure novels as Wuthering
Heights, Jane Eyre, Pride and Prejudice and other great nineteenth century British fictional
works by women. She is an expert on the works of Thomas Carlyle, John Ruskin, William Morris
and has a marked affinity for hard boil American fiction feature Sam Spade, Philip Marlowe and
such female sleuths as Kinsey Milhone, Harriet Vane and Miss Marple. Corrigan and her Jewish
atheist husband adopted Molly a Chinese born orphan in the late 1990s. Corrigan spends her
life lecturing on literature and writing reviews for Fresh Air and periodicals.. She teaches at
Georgetown University in Washington. One chapter of this book deals with Roman Catholic
adolescent reading;' other chapters dealt with detective fiction and other delights of the reading
obsession. Her work is warm, witty and wise while at the same time showing her literary acumen
in her dissection of many works of fiction. She is a feminist who is a liberal. An excellent work
which has induced me to buy her new book on the Great Gatsby. Corrigan provides a helpful list
of some of her favorite books as an appendix to this slim volume. You will finish this book
thankful for such scholars as Maureen Corrigan who shares of love of literature with the general
public.”

Kharabella, “A Book on Reading That's Worth Reading!. I'll read every word on a cereal box, if
that's all there is to read when I sit at the kitchen table. Reading has marked my life, my growth
and my relationships. To my delight, Maureen Corrigan is the same kind of obessive reader! It is
always nice to discover others cut from the same cloth. I really felt like this book was as much
about her as a reader as it was about the books that she read. So many books on reading are
entirely too theoretical or scholarly, but LEAVE ME ALONE is friendly, accessible, touchable.
And thought-provoking.As an Engligh Literature major who thought of persuing graduate
studies, I was also very riveted by her discussion of her years as a graduate student and
professor, and how her reading tastes and preferences affected her advancement in that arena.
I don't know if those who did not try to study literature within the canon-based structure of the
universities will enjoy that chapter as much -- it was long. But it was my personal
favorite.Overall, LEAVE ME ALONE reads like a conversation with a kindred spirit. If you are
interested in the way that being a reader is connected with what kind of person you are, or will
be, I really think you'd enjoy this book.”

Damaskcat, “Books, books, books. I've always had my head buried in a book since I learned to



read. A book has been my escape from worries in the real world and my comfort in times of
stress and grief. I can recharge my batteries by reading a favourite book. So the title of this book
appealed to me. I found it a fascinating read. The author reviews books on radio and for
newspapers and magazines and lectures on literature at university - including detective fiction.
Making a living from reading, writing and talking about books has to be the ideal life for any
bookworm.It isn't just about books and the part they have played in the author's life. There are
fascinating insights into her life from her Irish-Catholic childhood in New York and into her
adoption of a Chinese baby girl, Molly, when all hopes of having her own biological children had
faded. There are interesting reading lists at the end of the book and many suggestions for new
titles to be read scattered throughout the text.I found the author's comments on detective fiction
interesting reading especially her comments on Dorothy L Sayers' 
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. She makes the works of Dashiell Hammett, Raymond Chandler and Robert B Parker sound
so interesting that I could even be tempted to try reading them.The author discusses how
women's adventure and endurance fiction takes place in the home whereas heroes are meant to
go out and fight battles outside the domestic sphere. But women can find home life every bit as
much a test of stamina and endurance as fighting battles on foreign soil. I found the chapter on
the books she read as a school girl very interesting and moving especially the two books about a
girl called Karen who had cerebral palsy when sufferers were routinely institutionalised.I would
recommend this book to anyone who loves reading and who loves books. Even if you don't find
anything new to read it is always interesting to find out what other people think about the books
you love or hate.”

Sanghita Sen, “Five Stars. good”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. book most interesting”

The book by Maureen Corrigan has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 58 people have provided feedback.
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